Taras Bulba And Other Tales: An HD Print

Russian literature, so full of enigmas,
contains no greater creative mystery than
Nikolai Vasilevich Gogol (1809-1852),
who has done for the Russian novel and
Russian prose what Pushkin has done for
Russian poetry. Before these two men
came Russian literature can hardly have
been said to exist. It was pompous and
effete with pseudo-classicism; foreign
influences were strong; in the speech of the
upper circles there was an over-fondness
for German, French, and English words.
Between them the two friends, by force of
their great genius, cleared away the debris
which made for sterility and erected in
their stead a new structure out of living
Russian words. The spoken word, born of
the people, gave soul and wing to
literature; only by coming to earth, the
native earth, was it enabled to soar.
Coming up from Little Russia, the Ukraine,
with Cossack blood in his veins, Gogol
injected his own healthy virus into an
effete body, blew his own virile spirit, the
spirit of his race, into its nostrils, and gave
the Russian novel its direction to this very
day. More than that. The nomad and
romantic in him, troubled and restless with
Ukrainian myth, legend, and song,
impressed upon Russian literature, faced
with the realities of modern life, a spirit
titanic and in clash with its material, and
produced in the mastery of this every-day
material, commonly called sordid, a
phantasmagoria intense with beauty. A clue
to all Russian realism may be found in a
Russian critics observation about Gogol:
Seldom has nature created a man so
romantic in bent, yet so masterly in
portraying all that is unromantic in life. But
this statement does not cover the whole
ground, for it is easy to see in almost all of
Gogols work his free Cossack soul trying
to break through the shell of sordid to-day
like some ancient demon, essentially
Dionysian. So that his works, true though
they are to our life, are at once a reproach,
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a protest, and a challenge, ever calling for
joy, ancient joy, that is no more with us.
And they have all the joy and sadness of
the Ukrainian songs he loved so much.
Ukrainian was to Gogol the language of the
soul, and it was in Ukrainian songs rather
than in old chronicles, of which he was not
a little contemptuous, that he read the
history of his people. Time and again, in
his essays and in his letters to friends, he
expresses his boundless joy in these songs:
O songs, you are my joy and my life! How
I love you. What are the bloodless
chronicles I pore over beside those clear,
live chronicles! I cannot live without
songs; they... reveal everything more and
more clearly, oh, how clearly, gone-by life
and gone-by men.... The songs of Little
Russia are her everything, her poetry, her
history, and her ancestral grave. He who
has not penetrated them deeply knows
nothing of the past of this blooming region
of Russia. Indeed, so great was his
enthusiasm for his own land that after
collecting material for many years, the year
1833 finds him at work on a history of poor
Ukraine, a work planned to take up six
volumes; and writing to a friend at this
time he promises to say much in it that has
not been said before him. Furthermore, he
intended to follow this work with a
universal history in eight volumes with a
view to establishing, as far as may be
gathered, Little Russia and the world in
proper relation, connecting the two; a
quixotic task, surely. A poet, passionate,
religious, loving the heroic, we find him
constantly impatient and fuming at the
lifeless chronicles, which leave him cold as
he seeks in vain for what he cannot find.
Nowhere, he writes in 1834, can I find
anything of the time which ought to be
richer than any other in events. Here was a
people whose whole existence was passed
in activity, and which, even if nature had
made it inactive, was compelled to go
forward to great affairs and deeds because
of its neighbours, its geographic situation,
the constant danger to its existence....
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